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Name

Teacher
.

1. Organizing Lists.Qu - Trial I

' 'TECHNICAL REPORT III B

r ,
.4. .

ate
(

1' Here is a list of all the 'in a set with different colors,,blocks
..

, .

different skapes, anedifferent-sizes.

;.
Color. Shapi Size..

green quare large
'greer1-*\_ uare'c (small

. green* c cle
, small

red c cle lArge
red ,circle \small
red Square '. large
blue 'square. large 'N

blue. circle small 44

HoW many Circles. are..thereT

How Mari), green squares ai.e there?

What,differentolors are small circles?

_ t.

.

Jape 'has 2 dimes, 5 nickels, and. 5 penni . On of the $ she can

:mike 25t out of these coins is listed below. Complete the list. -

Dimes
,

fickels- Pennies Total

2 , 1 0 ?

Form A

\
t..

4.
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'3. Two, st dents htivetirthdays in the month of November: When their

birth dates are subtracted' you get 20., Whet) their:birth dabs are

added the sum is 34. Use a list. and show when the two birthdays

are. Please write down all your work.

. :Bob As going to jump over five cart -

on his motorcycle: Starting"atlthe

top,of the ramp he reaches the speed-

of 2 miles per hour in the first

secon

0VEMDER
1/3Cono
0 II 11_1 U A

27 28243o

Each second he reaches a speed which ig two timesbis.'
1

speed th- sec fore.' Bob takes 6 seconds to reach the end

of the ramp; Hovi fast is he going when lie gets there?

III

r.



Name .. Date

Teacher
n

4. 1'

. Every bike in towp ha's a license plate with the letter A, II, or °C

followed by a number 1, 2, or 3 foll&ed by a small letter a or b:

Some of the license plates are in the list below. ,Cothplete the list.

Ala, Ala, A3a, Alb, A2b,A3b, Bla, °

V

2. Markbelow, each of the lists if it' is

All odd numbers

less than 10.
numbers

us ng 1, 2, 3
o

COMOlete or. incomplete.,

All possible scores
using three darts

1 1 2 3 . 5 + 5 + 5 = 15
3 1 3 2 5 + 5+ 2 = 12
5 3 2 1 it.+ 2 + 2 = 6
7 2 1 3

:2 3 1

Complete Incomplete
Icircle 643).

0

Form B

Complete Into fete Complete 'Incomplete
(circle one

, _ (circle one)

; HD B-3

C.
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Each carton of Zesty cereal contains 5. boxes. Each carton of Kon

cereal contains 8 boxes. How many cartons of each kind of cereal

are needed to have exactly 60 boxes of cereal' including both kinds?

Please write down all of,your 'work.

-AO

a

h
4 - , . . : 1 ^

Sally has 15'O spend on candy. icorih costs 51t for one piece ad

Tootsie Rolls cost lt for one piece. Use tlistlio show all of the

WaY?Sally.can spend 15t/on candy. Please write down all of your_'

work.

Form B

4

III B-4
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-Appendix B
2. Organizing Lists Quiz - Trial II

Name Date

Teacher

1. Jane has. 6 dimes, 5. nickels, and 5'pennies.,/-ema of the ways she can.

make 25t out of these cojns.is listed below. Complete the list.

2.

Dimes-r-
2 ,

Nickels Pennies Total

. )

0 25c1 _

4 .

--, ..
Circle the number of different ways a pipe 16 feet long can be made

%

using pieces of 2 feet pipe'ani et pipe.
v

A. 1 , .,e

r

Sandy has 6 dimes, 3 nickels, and 12 pennies in his pocket. He wants

/f to use as many coins as possible to make 50t. Circle the largest

number of coins Sandy can use.

Al ,21

B, 15

C. 14

-D. 11

E. 10

Fong A



0

4. Two st den s have birthdays in the month of November. When their
0

birth dates are subtracted you get 20. When their biail "dates are

added the sup is 34..L1Use a list-and shdwwhen the two birthdays 0.e:

C

Please wrilig down all your mirk.
4

E.

A

4

5. Each radio station in Glendale has a 4 letter call sign. The first

letter mustbe W.. The next three letters are X, Y, and Z in different

(*der. How many ratio stations can there be and What are their possible

TK%5 ISQ'W1 i.

call signs?

=.1



Name

V

Teacher

. Every bike in 'town has 'a license plate with Ala
Ala

a capital letter A, B, or C followed 'by a .

%

. A3a

Alb
number 1, 2,, or 3 followed by a small letter - qb

A3b
a4or b: Some of the license p\lates are Bla

in the list at the right. Complete the

list.

.7)

2. Cik(e the number of diffevettJways 5O can be made frbm 6 dimes,

3 nickels, and 12 pennies.

A. 2

B. 3

C. 4

D. 5

E. 6

3. I am thinking of two numbers.`, Their sum is:,25 and their difference is

09. One of the numbers is listed below. Circie that number.

Av 14

B. 15

/C. 1.6

4fr

D. 17

E. 18

Form

9



AS:

_E ch carton of Zeity cereal contains 5 boxes. Each carton of KOn

ce 1 cdotains, 8 boxes.' How many. cartons of each kind of ,cereal

are ded to have exactly 60 boxes -of ereal including both kinds?

Please e down all of your work.

L

f

Sally has 15t to spend on candy. Licorice-costs for one piece and

TootsiRolls cost 11t for otfe piece. Use a list to sAw all of the

4.

ways ly can spend 15Con licorice and Todtsie se.write

down all o our work.

rk

I

Form B ,

a.

4.^
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Booklet
c.

1%
In general Headlines be included; less writing on eachrpage; gore colcir

pictures5; dittos in appendix; begin each session with objective:

mderialS needed: , and directOns:

3
Appendix B

3. Editorial edback from Teachers on
Organizing ists Booklet -.Trial I t

40Introdgction

page The twoliypes of lists are not Clear. The table is hard .to
t/ 3

understand.
1101

page 2 P - Example 2 is good. It mtght be ea if examples follpied the

type of list directly.

e 3 - (ActIAO"t l) A review would be helpful oft second type

(Activity 2Y This may not be clear to a person readthg it

for the first time.

(Activity 4) Is "informal;evaluation tue' primary g'oS or i

it to extend and reinforce?

AitIty 1 . .

. ,
,,,, r 4

page 4::-,. .- -.Witted the puzzle probl For problem 3,J providedcptalogues.

for each. student containing lower cost items.. Money alloWante'

Was too low.

Had brief discussion on,roblem 21 'Did not'do problem

Gaye a diagram-of a market for problem 1. "

4.

- A diagram of the store was pres%inted after the list was made.
.

I did problem 1-(very good-activity) and problem,3.

III 8-9



problemq , first each student names' 'a grocery-store

Then everybody organizeithe whOle liSt.

- For problem'l could/use a cartoon-ditto in appendix.

page 5 For problem 4, groups made list ibd reported to class. Then

stores and busy roads could be introduced to see, if the

Activity 2

page Problen ld "Purpose dtf entire activity".

- Problem fc ." st important" .

routes would be changed. 't
- We slid _sheet #1, problem 4, together. Then sheet .#2 was

assigned.

- PYoblen*-5 was oVtted.

every day. "I,.
'S.

.

Stddenti have to schedUle tnemselves

- Problem 1 "most imertant"..,-%

page '8 Problems too much alike.

- 'Problem 4 - complete but reasonable list.

page 9,

Activity 3

-1'.0yoblein 5 should be put in. the decks

- Problem 5,needs' appendix problems:

The list did not make sense.

- Pro)Pem 5 was very tough for determining categoriei.

SiQcie dogs is ptural , is one (1) dog a possibility? -The "boys"

is confusing.
...

page 10 . - On problem 2 most studentsdid not:make 1,jsts.

- First-label °plates. Then, label spot and put plates on spots."

III 13=:10'
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ro

'

0

"\

page 12

page. 13

I.

,j
- Probl el' 1 seery to be a' regression. I dliftncit use_ a table.

On' pi-ololem:'2, I found that some childreh coulcl_not find the
P'."

,factors of manipulation ,in a problem and/or couldJnotl set

up the proper framework. Childrew:needegs to take "t),- ,,, t
r

of 3 from" the drawing.. Some did not,realize ,this al

not set up ,a list. We discps'sed looking for clues in, the
(

problem -and drawings if .there was one.. .
..

(second paragraph crossed out) All Were teacher- student 4'
ial

"together" problems.

- I suggest you separate according to .type and n t, by teacher/

student, Could make reference in the card deck to similar

problems. Need to odd tree diagrams.

- Cross out paragra01 a!kove problem 3. Worked all'oT the

-problems together.

Problem 3 needs a third problem of greater difficulty..

- For problem 3 most studentt did not make organized lists.

- On problem 6, entry 5 4 9- should be Changed to 5 4 0 and

entry 5 0 2 should be added.

- Cross out paragraph,abo4 problem.
. Worked all o

problems togethei..

- The list itself is the solution.

13

acr
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Appendix B .q

4. Editorial Feedback 'from Teachers on
Organizinglists BoWet - Tr al II

,
tir

1

Htooklet

.Lesson 1

\. page T1

line
1.. - aange,"to correctly nformationn'to

irifOrfttion correctly "._
Al

page4J4 - .

Line 6' - Chan :"page,1" to "page 2"

page 4 Problem 2 should read "8thlargest,city".

'page 5 - ph item. 2 stud

.the second list.

lesson 2 \N.\.

.41

))7c

did not get idea they were to look at

page 9, - - Need more lines in the "doughn list. More-questions

need to be added. to problem 2 highlight for the stu-

dents what they are learning. For example, "What do we

have here?"

Lesson "3a

page 14 - Problem 2 takes too long i have too many kids. Some

teachers had students use 10 their classMates.

page 15- -'Write the numbers ..., 9 on the top of the page. Stu-

dents did not know what to do with the numbers.

Lesson 4

page 23 - The way the. problem is stated, the most you can buy is

a total of 8. The answer given does not consider this.

III B-13
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page T25

4

page 26

pAge 27,

Lesson 6a

page 29

page 30

page 6

- Pattern to be used ,t6 construct an octahedron model .should

4/\.:be included.
#

Picture of the octahedron on this page should be the skme

peripettive as the onPon/stud page
kk,

Nerd a whe.,e page for problem
:ff

- Marble problem threw therstbdents. Not enough practice

'with tree NdiagraMs.
0 ,

4

-7

- Answer sheet lists 8 answers for pl4oblem 1 when there are

really 10.

- The wording is oft /on problem 2. / There are a fot more

answers than given. Possibly use only two penn es.

One answer is wrong on answer sheet for problem'2'.

- The answer does not include a quarter.

tr

r.

.4,

15
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Editorial ree4pack from Teachers on
Organizing Lists Problem Deck - Trial'-I.*

Probliem Deck ,, " 'i

B02 - 1) Where do` yob start from?
'(,: ,

...

421 Where de) you enn 0,
-r

How many more lettersrl you have to go through to make .ilL

a 3-legged trip? .

14,

B04 What is the small add number?

What is the largest odd number?

B05 Smallest coin. possible?

t coin posstble?

006 H w many/ways using MO at first?

How many ways using MN At first?

Is there, any other combination us M as the first letter?

How many combinattons using MA as the first?

How many combinations using MT as theffirst?.

- As a class we discussed and fora method to organize.

ie figured out'a method as ,a alas, 'of checking our Strk to

see -if we bad all of- the, solutions. (1-2-3-4) -,

- .Use each letter`once.,°(answer side) Four letter words only.

B08 - Rents: How many ways from WN to' E?

How many ways from WD to E?

B09 - Let's all the numbers 'a and 'b. Make a list of all the a's

. and b that add to 14. __Then look at your liseto see if any

of th se pairs equal 48 when multiplied.

- Most used a list starting at 13 in the first column and 1 in the

second.



Y.

B010 - Two possible., i ( '-

i - Many children failed td do step, 2 and find'the. answer afterlhey_
,-, ..hi ) d - fr 14., * ..made a list. .

t,j
,

ay - Some students worke'd b'ettegAtzen a fowed to work at. the board.
. Y ,

$

I r.
Therdi4 not gfive up as easilk.

N
B012 , - 'Most made the 1 1 c (19, 26 37, ...) af&e,r,,,,readiny the illiehiem

)
and did not do (1

t+ 9 io10, 2 +8 = 10, ...).

-B017 - This pirDIflem ard and most children would not take/theY6Skt h- -1

'91me' to think about it, ../
r

B018 Problem.sltisnumbers and' answer is letters.

B021 - Many ad stamps 'attached at the 'corners.

W03 - If P is , what are the possibilities-for Q?

If P is 6, what are all /the possibilities for .Q?

W09 - Not necessafrily a list problem..
lk

14010 - Not a list problem really.

- Any problem that asks forfora yes or-no answer encourages guessing.

- What is her grade?

.W011 L $20., not $.20.
_ .

W015 - Hints: % 1) How many different letters tcan you go directly to from A?

2) If you go from A to F, how many ways can ou go?

3) How many letters does it take to make.a ip? What'S"

first? What's last?

GO1 - Class found a list very ha for this prOblem.

G04 - Some forgot that a-point after is only after a touchdown.

G07,8 On these problems the Students could Make a list quite easily,

but did not understand. how to use tp to find thesoliptions. (There

is 'more than- line correct answer fbr each.)



Most did not use a list to solve.

011' - Most stuOts could not set up a' plan to solve;c:

C013 Children either seemed)tO have he logic and found the pro4blem

r'''-not difficult or found it impcs

N t wt

G014 - Hgld to read and alder tan.(F.. 7 %

- Solutionr - 13, 37, 51. 4

-G018, 4 What is the smallest score he an get?

- Wh.l.t is the largest score he can get?
4

n.

4 a



Appendix ,B

6. Frequency of Stjdents TrYing. Each Problem in Ornanizion
Lists Problem neck-by by T..-

blue Ld4s
Problem Teacher Groups
Number 11 12

1 ._103 , 69 109

.2 67 49 \ 78

79 54 76

4 44 32 73)
5, 48 23 41,

6..

84. 43 91

7
-

65 -43 75 10
.2 .

ag 35 26 66

9 69 .29 58

10. 77 26 44

11 41 10 33-

12 , 48 13 37
.

13 44 17 '. 39

14 55 .14
.

50

15 60 14 29 ,

16 34 14 22

17 22 3 17

18. 52 8 36

19 56 15, 46
,.,

20 I 48 7 37

21 , 32 12 16

White Cards Green Cards
Teacher Groups Teacher Groups,

11 19. 34 11 12 '13.

38\ :19 34 22 . 12 1
43 21. 26 21.. 5 6

.25 13 22,.' ,,,15 4 3

40 \ 22 .35 16 5 3

15 .8 14 11 1 , 4-

'46 26: -..35 -' 32 '1' 11 ' '..14

". 8
. 16 '3S. ,7 7

29 '10 20 24 . 9 8'

56 .261( 53 13 5 2

14 6 36
a

3 \ 3 1

10 2,, 29 3 2 .',,,0

6 . 4 ': 7 3 5 0

25 \, 21. 26 28 3 11
)

6 6 21 1 3, .2

8 19 9 -1- 1 . 0

'17.4 11 13 -2 1 s 0

11 5 4

5 1 '7 1

7; 6 4

.2 . 3 2

)) 17 8: 4 .

NoZ1J Teacher Group 11 - 6 ci'asses for all colors
Teadher Group.12 - 6 classes for all colors'
Teacher Group 13 - 8 classes with blue data, 6 classes' with white,

4 classes with green

*In some cases, data was recorded by groups of students.

For these, one frequency .represents a group of 2, 3, or 4 students.

III. B-19
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